
Be Able To

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

He was careful to carry his bag with him, but still he lived in hope that he
__________________________ to London the same day.
1.

(would/return)

___________________________________ letters to Stet's satisfaction?2.
(she/would/ever/answer/?)

It is certainly strange that they
____________________________________ him.
3.

(should/past/not/save)

I _________________ of some very small help, and in the way of helping
myself to information, to prove myself a mere gazer at meteors.
4.

(past simple/be)

I wished to accomplish this simple and easy act of liberty-go out-get into
my carriage in order to go to Rouen-and I ___________________________
it.

5.

(present perfect/not/do)

On the whole, society _________________________ all its members, but
some must earn less than enough for their support, and others more; and that
brings us back once more to the wages question, on which you have hitherto
said nothing.

6.

(may/support)

Perhaps he ___________________________ a staff, but there was just as
much bustle outside the gate of the citadel as by day.
7.

(might/procure)

I'll therefore still be under special surveillance, and I
___________________________ you.
8.

(shall/not/see)

But there is another figure which I wish I ___________________________.9.
(past perfect/include)

Spain fell further and further behind other countries, and even today she
_______________________________ as far as she would like.
10.

(present perfect/not/catch up)

Nevertheless he ___________________________ her to join him, with
Lucy, in a trip abroad.
11.

(past simple/not/persuade)
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The one power in the land to which they __________________________
for some sort of redress amid their troubles was the law courts.
12.

(past perfect/appeal)

Now I had much rather have the shoes, for I
____________________________ all this month; even walking home that
little way hurt me exceedingly.

13.

(shall/not/walk)

She was so glad she ________________________ him comfortable
these last few years.
14.

(past perfect/make)

She _____________________ all the help that is necessary.15.
(present simple/command)

__________________________________ us this evening, Emmie?16.
(you/shall/do without/?)

She ________________________ in a known tongue as she folded him
in her weak arms.
17.

(past simple/not/speak)

It seems so odd that he ______________________________ it.18.
(should/interpret)

I ____________________________ it somehow.19. (should/destroy)

_____________________________ any work?20.
(he/past perfect/not/get/?)
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